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EDITOR'S NOTE:

HOW TO CHOOSE
THE AREA'S BEST
WEDDING PROS

When planning a wedding the most important
decisions to make (besides choosing your life partner)
are the wedding pros you hire to deliver on your
wedding day experience.
Selecting your wedding vendors can be overwhelming
because there are so many to choose from. Most
couples source personal recommendations, Google
searches, social media feedback and national listing
sites to begin their search, but the number of
suggestions you receive can be mind-boggling.
One of the national wedding vendor listing sites has
almost 700 photographers cataloged just for the
Tampa Bay area! Even the most dedicated wed-to-be
doesn't have time to narrow down all of those profiles,
plus I personally wouldn't recommend over 70% of
vendors on there (even ones with over 100+ 5-star
ratings).
One of the best ways to keep wedding planning
manageable is to start with a curated list of wedding
pros. This can be from your wedding venue's preferred
list, a selected poll from personal recommendations, or
our collection of "Who's Who" of Tampa Bay Wedding
Pros.
We have purposefully kept our Marry Me Tampa
Bay list selective to bring you the area's most
reputable and respected wedding professionals.

By: Anna Coats
Marry Me Tampa Bay Editor-in-Chief

focus on narrowing our list even further to choose the
right fit for your budget, personality, and style.
Your wedding day is not a day that you can "do over" if
something goes wrong, so choosing your wedding
pros truly is an investment in creating an
unforgettable day.
Our focus for selecting our "Who's Who" is intended
for couples looking for professionals first and
foremost. With experience and talent comes a higher
price point, so if you're price shopping, our pros won't
be the least expensive, but they will be the most
qualified.
You want to hire professionals not only for their
knowledge but also to plan for mishaps (because they
will happen) and to fix them without taking away from
your experience on the day of.
With this 2022 publication also comes complementary
insight from the Marry Me Tampa Bay editorial team.
Email social@marrymetampabay.com or DM
@marrymetampabay with the wedding vendors that
you're considering, and we'll let you know if they are
reputable and share any weddings we've featured
from them.

With our "Who's Who" publication, Marry Me Tampa
Bay has done the research for you so that you can
Cover Photo Credits: Dewitt for Love Photography | Planner: Snapdragon Events | Dress: Isabel O’Neil
Bridal | Hair & Makeup: The Destiny & Light Hair and Makeup Group | Florist: Marigold Flower Co.

Cheers,
Anna Coats
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Special Moments Event Planning
Special Moments is a full-service event planning
company that offers a fresh approach and a “can do”
attitude along with a great deal of passion for planning
events.
We love rising to the challenge of making things happen
no matter where you want your event or what your
budget is. Our approach of good listening, creative
ideas, careful and thorough planning, will exceed your

Marry Me Tampa Bay readers
receive a complimentary
"Get to Know Each Other Session"

Learn More about Special Moments
Event Planning

expectations when it comes to the finished product
We offer a complimentary “Meet and Greet” session to
get to know each other and see if we are the right fit for
you. We are happy to customize pricing and services
based on each clients' needs. Pricing packages for
Wedding Day Management "Day of " begins at $1,750
with all types of price points available in between. Fullservice planning begins at $3,995.

Parties A La Carte
Our wedding planning style at Parties A La Carte is
organized and detail-oriented. We believe that each
couple should have an exquisite and custom
wedding with memories to last a lifetime.
With over 10 years of industry experience, we pride
ourselves on being one of Tampa Bay’s awardwinning event planning companies. Our focus is on
our clients and their guests.
Learn More about Parties A La Carte
We offer three packages with Month-of Coordination
starting at $2,500 to Full-Service Planning starting
at $6,500
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Coastal Coordinating
Coastal Coordinating offers day-of to full-service
wedding planning. We have over 13 years in the
industry and have coordinated thousands of
weddings and events that have been featured all
over!
Our goal is to guarantee that you have the best,
most unique experience without the stress. We help
with decor, design, vendor
communications/recommendations, guest list,
timeline management, budgeting, save the dates,
invites & much more!

New couples who book their wedding
through July 2023 will save
$100 off any package.
Use code “MMTB” when you inquire.

Our packages start at $1,600 for day-of
coordinating, advisory packages start at $2,800, and

Learn More about Coastal Coordinating

full-planning starts at $4,200.

Breezin' Weddings
Breezin' Weddings is a team of experienced
wedding planning professionals specializing in
Month of, Partial, and Full Wedding Planning. We
help couples put those final details of the
wedding and assist with everything to ensure a
seamless and perfect stress-free wedding day.
Our Month of Coordinator package starts at $1,899
which includes rehearsal coordination, two
coordinators on the day of the wedding, vendor
confirmation, creation of a detailed timeline, a
coordinator to stay until the end of the reception
to pack all your personal items, and basic décor
items which include chargers, table numbers,
candles for centerpieces and so much more!

Learn More about Breezin' Weddings
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UNIQUE Weddings + Events
We are also not just wedding planners; we are
designers! Our style is your style! Whether it’s
rustic-country, sleek-modern, or jaw-dropping
glam, we can do it all and do it well! We also love
it when our clients bring us UNIQUE inspiration –
photos from a recent trip to Italy, your
grandmother’s vintage jewelry, or a beautiful
fabric that you came across. We can translate it
into a beautiful and fun wedding!
Our Day of Coordination/Event Management

Learn More about UNIQUE Weddings + Events

package starts at $2,200, with Partial Planning
services starting at $3,000-$5,000.Our Full-Service
Wedding Planning & Design starts at $7,500.

Eventfull Weddings
We are a mother and daughter team passionate
about planning all types of wedding-related
events.
Our focus is on delivering exceptional quality
service and providing our couples with a luxury
experience at an affordable price. By limiting the
number of weddings we accept, we are able to
provide our clients with a very personalized,
hands-on experience based on their schedules
and specific needs.
Day of Coordination begins at $1,500
Partial-Planning begins at $3,000
Full-Planning begins at $4,000

Learn More about EventFull Weddings
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Gulf Beach Weddings
Gulf Beach Weddings is the industry-leading
destination beach wedding company that focuses
on simple and affordable, yet elegant ceremonies.
Since 2011, we have had the pleasure to officiate,
coordinate, photograph, and organize over 8,000+
weddings from Clearwater Beach to Siesta Key. Our
niche is the 2-100 guest beach wedding ceremony
or vow-renewals. We own our reception hall on St
Pete Beach.

Learn More about Gulf Beach Weddings

$1,195 Intimacy Package (1 Guest)
$1,295 Simply Beautiful Package (10 Guests)
$1,595 Wedding Dreams Package (30 Guests)
$1,995 Perfect Package (50 Guests)
$3,495 Beach Celebrations Package (100 Guests)

Kelci Leigh Events
Weddings are a sacred experience for you and your
partner no matter how big or small. Our mission at
Kelci Leigh Events is to make all of your wedding
dreams come true, and I am ready to aid in your
planning of the most badass wedding of the year!
Our wedding personality is moody and bold, and we
love to be challenged with the not-so-norm
wedding trends! We will keep you on track to plan
the an elite wedding that everyone will be talking
about and having all of the fun while doing it!

MMTB readers receive 25% off our Full
Plan Package for events booked by
September 30th, 2022.

Our consulting fee starts at $150/hour, with Partial
Planning services starting at $4,000 and Full-Service
Wedding Planning starting at $7,000.

Learn More about Kelci Leigh Events
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Elope Tampa Bay
A one-stop-shop for your ultimate Florida
wedding.
We started Elope Tampa Bay after both having
intimate destination weddings ourselves. We
were both disappointed by the floral selections
and the quality of photos we received from our
“package” wedding photographers. We never
wanted other couples to have the same
experiences as we did. Our packages have a lot
of the elements of a large wedding, just on a

Learn More about Elope Tampa Bay

smaller scale. We allow couples to have their
ceremonies at popular/sought-after venues and
parks/beaches without breaking the bank.
All-inclusive ceremony packages start at $2,000.

Stephany Perry Events
We are a full-service wedding planning and design
company for bold and adventurous couples.
Stephany Perry Events is all about making planning
fun and stress-free! We love working with couples
who place a high value on their guest experience.
Sometimes couples will say I have this crazy idea
and that just makes it even better!
We love bringing out-of-the-box ideas to life and
working with creative color palettes that will make
heads turn.
Month of Coordination starts at $1,500
Partial Planning starts at $3,000
Full Planning & Design starts at $5,500

Learn More about Stephany Perry Events
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Kelly Kennedy Weddings and Events
Kelly Kennedy Weddings and Events combines
experience with elegance to create stylish and
breathtaking experiences for couples who want a
planning process that is effortless, allows them
the space to dream big, and marvel at the
transformation of their selected venue into a jawdropping dreamland.
Wedding Management $1,600
Partial Planning $3,200
Learn More about Kelly Kennedy
Weddings and Events

Full-Service $7,000

MDP Events
MDP Events coordinates a celebration that tells
your story and is completely customized. Through
innovative design, meticulous detail-oriented
planning, and seamless production, we provide
stress-free coordination that is all about your
vision! Our goal is to guide you through every
aspect of planning with ease and confidence so
you can enjoy your engagement.
Month of Coordination: $1,200/$1,400*
Partial Planning Experience: $2,500/$2,750*
Full-Service Coordination: $4,750./$5,000*
We also offer a la carte customization for couples
to create a personalized package.
*For events booked in 2023.

MMTB readers receive 10% off of our
Partial and Full-Service Packages
Learn More about MDP Events
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Elegant Affairs by Design
Elegant Affairs by Design offers a boutique
approach to wedding planning and design for the
discerning couple looking for a one-of-a-kind
experience.
We specialize in high-end weddings and Southern
Charm style decor and limit the number of
weddings we direct to provide an unparalleled,
curated experience for our couples.

Learn More about Elegant Affairs by Design

From origin to execution, our mission is to
provide style and sophistication in every detail of
your special day
Month of Coordination starts at $2,000.
Partial Planning starts at $4,000.
Full Planning starts at $6,000

Taylored Affairs
Taylored Affairs is a creative wedding planning company
for those madly-in-love couples who want a truly
beautiful wedding day. With Taylored Affairs you not
only get a wedding planner but a wedding designer.
We specialize in tayloring your day to exactly who you
are as a couple. Our ideal clients love all the pretty little
details, a good cocktail, and a fun time. If that sounds
like you then let's plan a wedding!
We offer three packages:
"The Month Of" starts at $1,700
"The In Between" starts at $3,600
"The Full Thing" starts at $5,200

Learn More about Taylored Affairs
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Perfecting the Plan Weddings and
Events
We specialize in Month of planning. We know there
are so many talented couples who know what they
want and can get most of it done. Our goal is to
take the last-minute stress off so that they can
enjoy the time leading up to their day and the day
itself.
We like to keep the planning process light and fun
but we make sure no detail is overlooked and your
day is exactly how you envisioned it!
Learn More about Perfecting the Plan

We offer Month of, Partial Planning, Full-Planning.
and Design starting at $3,000. We also offer a la
carte and custom packages.

Wilder Mind Events
Wilder Mind Events are certified wedding planners
who specialize in design and full planning.
We are unconventional, and no idea is too weird for
us. We thrive when you want to stray away from
anything that is deemed “basic.” We aren’t setting out
to copy and paste other weddings. We want your
event to be YOURS, and the best way to achieve that
is through the small details that reflect your
personalities.
We are extremely laid back and are your sense of
calm.
Learn More about Wilder Mind Events
Pricing for Month of starts at $1,785
Partial Planning starts at $3,465
Full Planning starts at $5,775

With more than 16 years of experience as a
Lead Dream Maker, Tammy Waterman heads a
planning team with nearly 50 years of
combined experience in weddings and events.
Special Moments is a full-service
event planning company that
loves to talk about weddings. The
company started in 2004, by the
owner Tammy Waterman, whose
passion is to help everyone have a
"Special Moment" no matter what
your budget is. We love
challenges!
Tammy is 1 of only 47 wedding
planners in the world to hold the
designation of Master Wedding
Planner and the only company to
have two Master Wedding Planners
on their team. She is a recipient of
the Dorothy Heart Award given for
passion and dedication to the
wedding industry.

What is one of your favorite
things about being a
wedding planner?
We get invited to be part of a huge
day for a couple and their families.
That's a big honor and after being
in business for over eighteen
years we've become part of a lot
of families.

K&K Photography
Visual Muse Studio

"Think of us as
the friend who
loves to chat
about your
wedding details
all the time!"
-Tammy Waterman

Where do you draw your
inspiration?
Inspiration comes from a number
of places; our couples and their
personalities give a lot of
inspiration from their wedding
and the surrounding nature and
history offer a lot of inspiration.
Beyond that being part of the
Association of Bridal Consultants,
we see the incredible work of our
colleagues from around the globe.

K&K Photography

What is one of your passions
non-wedding related?
Travel! Experiencing cultures and
food from around the world is
another place of inspiration.

What is a must-have at every
wedding?
Obviously, a wedding planner!
Castaldo Studio

Beyond that every couple should
have a Plan B for their wedding
day; it's important to look at the
"what ifs" in terms of weather or if
something happens to a wedding
pro on on a couple's big day.

(727) 343-0800
@SPECIALMOMENTEVENTS
TAMMY@EVENTSBYSPECIAL
MOMENTS.COM

Learn More about
Special Moments Event Planning

Djamel Photography

K&K Photography

Parties A La Carte is a full-service
wedding and event planning
company. We customize our
services to best suit our clients'
needs and always execute every
detail to perfection.

What makes your business stand out from
other planning companies?
Our clients come first. From the first meeting,
throughout planning to the execution of their
event, our team is there every step of the way.
We realize this is one of the most important days
of their lives and we strive to treat it as such!

Kristen Weaver Photography
Kristen Weaver Photography

We are the first to arrive on the wedding day and
the last to leave at the end of the night.
Wedding and event planning is our passion and
full-time commitment. A unique aspect of Parties
A La Carte is our lovely studio that clients have
the opportunity to host meetings at.
We take a team approach to planning. Our
process and is a collaboration built from years of
experience, backgrounds, and creativity.

727-710-2511
@partiesalacarte
info@partiesalacartefl.com
Learn More about Parties A' La Carte

PARTIES A
LA CARTE
What inspired you to start your business?
I loved planning parties for my children, so I
combined my Corporate Event Planning
background with my passion for parties and
launched Parties A La Carte! I started by planning
lavish social events before branching into the
wedding planning industry.

Where do you draw your inspiration from?
Each client is different, so our first inspiration
comes from getting to know their likes and
dislikes. We follow the latest wedding and party
trends and then put our own spin on them to
create timeless events.
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JESSICA RALPH

A

"Let’s Create An Experience
Unlike Any Other"
What makes your business stand out from
other wedding planners?
We are a close-knit team of wedding planners
and have been in the industry for over 9 years!

Where do you draw your inspiration?
I draw a lot of inspiration from speaking with
my couples and creating new ideas and
visions with them!

Carrie Wildes Photography

JESS, KATY, AND LAUREN
What inspired you to start your business?
I was planning lots of my friends weddings
and eventually just kept getting requests!
I used to work in the hotel industry which
pushed me further into hospitality.
I love being creative and designing new
trends/ Inspirations with my couples
New couples who book their wedding
through July 2022 will save
$175 off any package.
Use code “MMTB” when you inquire.

"I can’t imagine what my wedding would
have been without Coastal Coordinating.
They were so quick and perfect with setup;
it was as if they were able to read my mind
about where exactly I wanted everything
and how I wished it to look. The wedding
was absolutely flawless because of Katy
and Keira. I said this the day of the wedding
and I say it now, hiring Coastal
Coordinating as my day-of coordinator
was one of the best investments I made for
my special day!”

-Kendall and Adam

(904) 463-0423
@coastalcoordinating
events@coastalcoordinating.com

The types of weddings we plan are:
We cater to all styles but I like a modern
contemporary look personally. Our business
is unique because we encompass the true
meaning of a whole team of women who are
passionate about this industry. We strive to
make a wedding day lovely, beautiful,
relaxing and memorable for everyone.

Stephanie Velez

Our personality is:
Outgoing, fun, charismatic, caring, and openminded.

Andrew Do Photography

What would couples be surprised to learn about
you?

"I got way more than
anticipated for what I paid
compared to other weddingplanning companies I spoke
to. I spoke with my planner
months in advance. We were
able to use their inventory for
no extra cost and edit our
timeline as many times as
needed. Coastal was hands
down my best vendor. ”
-Shawna and Elliott

I am obsessed with pool floats! (You should see
my patio) I just love them, all of them. I think if I
could take all my calls in the pool on my float, life
would be complete.
Learn More about Coastal Coordinating

Jonathan Hare Photography

Staci

"Leave your guests feeling
like they've been a part of
something special."

MANDIKAS

UNIQUE Weddings + Events is a leading wedding and event design,
planning & production companies. As a Florida wedding and event planner,
we are renowned for creative concepts, strong attention to detail and
creating unforgettable experiences for our clients and their guests.

What inspired you to start you
business?
After spending many years in the design
field working on residential, hospitality
and retail interior design, I realized that I
could take my education and experience
and carve out a niche within the
wedding & event industry. We wanted to
be the one that pushed couples to truly
personalize their wedding and not just
"break," but "rewrite" the rules.

Emma Anne Photo

(813) 426-5280 | @unique_wed | staci@designedbyunique.com

What makes your business
stand out from other wedding
planners?
All of our UNIQUE Weddings & Event
clientele share a passion for "something
different," and they are seeking the
wedding planner to help them achieve
it. Prior to being a Florida wedding
planner and event planner, we spent
many years in the design field. We utilize
our extensive design background by
taking our client's vision to a new level,
and incorporating new ideas, color
schemes, and innovative details.

Bonnie Newman Creative

Each client's event should showcase
their own voice, style, and personality
and not be restricted by the standard
event rules or traditions.

We are not your typical
wedding planner, but
rather we are designers
who plan events!

Photos: Ashlee Hamon Photography

3 Fun Facts:
I’m originally from New Orleans,
Louisiana, so I spent my childhood
hitting the Mardi Gras parade route and
sucking crawfish heads.
I love anything with tomato, although
I’m still not convinced that it’s a fruit.
My ideal client is sarcastic and may drop
the occasional "f-bomb."

Learn More about UNIQUE Weddings + Events

Breezin' Weddings is a
team of experienced
planning professionals
specializing in Month of
wedding planning.
What makes your business stand
out from other wedding planners?
We will go over and beyond the call of duty.
There are very little things that we tell our
couple thats not included in our “month of"
package. Each package comes standard with
one lead coordinator and an assistant, and we
stay until the very end to pack up their
belongings. We even allow our couples to use
some of the decor items we have on hand

Jessie Soplinski and
Cindy Dervech

such as cake stands, easels, signage, and card
box at no additional charge.

"We help our couples put
those final details of the
wedding and assist with
everything they need to
ensure a seamless and perfect

(813) 348-4998
@breezinweddings
events@breezin.com

Kéra Photography

stress-free wedding day."

Our personality is:
Kind, patient, and fun loving. We truly
appreciate every single vendor involved in
the wedding process and love to work as a
cohesive team with everyone from the venue
to the DJ to ensure a seamless day.

We love planning weddings because:
Getting to know our couples “love story” is
one of our favorite things. Before we get into
the hustle and bustle of wedding planning we
love getting to know them on a more personal
level so we can truly understand them and
their style.
Learn More about Breezin' Weddings

"I want to help
you avoid all of
the common
pitfalls of
wedding planning
to help you
guarantee that
your special day
is as you
imagined it."
-Jessie Soplinski

Learn More about Kelci Leigh Events

(239) 206-0843 | kelci@kelcileighevents.com | @kelcileighevents

OUR WEDDING STYLE IS
Moody, eccentric, and bold, with lots of passion

WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS
STAND OUT FROM OTHER
PLANNERS?
We are bold, fun, and driven! We are ready to inspire our
passion-filled vendors to ensure you and your guests
celebrate your wedding to the fullest!

For The Moody Modern Bride to Be
WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO START YOUR
BUSINESS?
I absolutely love love. I love watching an event unfold after many
months of planning. I have been in the wedding industry for over five
years and my background gives me a unique perspective on each
wedding I plan. My attention to detail is second to none.

WHAT IS ONE THING COUPLES WOULD
BE SURPRISED TO KNOW ABOUT YOU?
My fiancé and I are in the process of planning the most epic elopement!
I think the location will shock everyone!
MMTB Reader Special:
Receive 25% off our Full Plan Package for events booked by
September 30th, 2022.

"At Perfecting the Plan
Weddings & Events our goal is
to take the torch and deliver the
event you dreamt of without the
stress you've become familiar
with." -Jillian Bartosiak

What inspired you to start your
business?

Visual Muse

After working at luxury hotels in the wedding and
events sales departments for over 15 years, I
decided to take the leap and start my own
company. Through my tenure on property, I saw a
need for a “month of” coordinator to help couples
arrange the last-minute details and fine-tune their
events in a stress-free environment.

Where do you draw your inspiration?
From our clients mostly! It is their day and their
vision, so our job is to bring that vision to life! We
get to know each and every couple's personalities,
likes and dislikes and work on making their day as
true to their personalities as we can. We follow
closely to the current trends, but love a good
traditional event as well!

What would couples be surprised to
learn about you?
I have been in 30+ weddings either as a
bridesmaid or officiant for my friends. I still have
the dresses to prove it too!

(727) 238-0847
@perfectingtheplan
Jillian@PerfectingthePlan.com

"We like to keep the
planning process light and
fun for our clients but we
make sure no detail is
overlooked and that your
day is exactly how you
envisioned it to be!"
FotoBohemia

What makes your business stand
out from other wedding planners?

What is one of your favorite things
about being a wedding planner?

I, and most of our planners, have a
background in hotels and truly
understand the venue side of the
business which is helpful for both our
couples and venues.

Getting the opportunity to see the couples
and our hard work become a reality. I love
seeing their faces when we reveal the
reception room and how happy they are to
see their dreams become a reality. It
seriously gets me choked up every time!

From understanding the guest room
booking side to the culinary and food and
beverage side, we make the planning
process easier for our couples. We
include complimentary assistance with
booking guest room blocks in all our
packages, which is a unique option for
our clients.
We truly love weddings and events and
work very hard to make our clients'
planning experience as stress-free and
fun as possible. It is your day and your
vision. Our goal it to bring it all to life!

FotoBohemia

Learn More about Perfecting the Plan

BRANDON
WHEELER

GULF BEACH
WEDDINGS, THE
INDUSTRY
LEADING
DESTINATION
BEACH WEDDING
COMPANY,
FOCUSES ON
SIMPLE AND
AFFORDABLE,
YET ELEGANT
CEREMONIES.
Since 2001, Gulf Beach
weddings has officiated
coordinated photographed,
and organized over 7,500+
Weddings from Siesta Key, FL
to Gulf Shores, AL.
Our niche is the 2-100 guest
beach wedding ceremony or
vow-renewal with predesigned wedding packages,
customized to fit every need.
(727) 475-2272
INFO@GULFBEACHWEDDINGS.COM
@FLORIDABEACHWEDDING

Love and Covenant

WHE R E D O YOU DR AW YOU I NSP I R ATI O N?

A Florida resident my entire life, we would
visit the beach on vacation, holidays, family
reunions, etc. I always thought it would be
cool to one day get married on the beach.
We try to keep it simple, offering couples a
variety of colors, flowers, aisle ways, and
locations across Florida's Gulf Beaches.
WHAT WO ULD CO UPLES BE SU RPR I S ED TO
LE ARN ABOU T YO U?

I didn't get married until age 35...at that time
the company had performed something like
7,200+ weddings. Better late than never!
She's the perfect fit so it was worth the wait!
Learn More about Gulf Beach Weddings

Elope Tampa Bay offers the luxury of
an all-inclusive wedding package.
We match our couples with the perfect venues and
then supply the most important aspects of a
wedding ceremony without all the fuss. Our intimate
weddings and elopement packages save you time
and money.

What Makes Your Business Stand Out From Other
Planners?

EMILY LOPEZ

We make your life and planning process stress-free by
booking everything for you! From the venue to the
photographer, to the videographer, officiant, florist, cake, etc.
We take care of all the details and communication so all you
have to do is show up and enjoy the day. Our couples always
comment on how stress-free and easy it is working with us
and planning their day.
Learn More about Elope Tampa Bay

Weddings on average start at over $30,000. However, we believe you
should be able to have a beautiful ceremony, cherished memories, and
photos to share with friends and family without the hefty price tag.

What Do Couples Love about Your Packages?
Customization and personalization.
Our couples provide us details on their likes, vibes, and style so
that vendors and florals selected fit their wedding style. Our
couples always compliment how their florals came out how they
envisioned and that their cake was delicious! We consider all the
small details so your day is intimate and personal to you.

(813) 433-0501 info@elopetampabay.com
@elopetampabay

MELANIE BARKER

WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS STAND
OUT FROM OTHER WEDDING
PLANNERS?
We are a mother and daughter team each sharing our
unique backgrounds in event planning and contract
negotiations with our clients. Our focus is on providing a
luxury experience with exceptional service to a select
number of clients who are looking for the ultimate
wedding planning experience.

WHAT INSPIRED YOU TO START YOUR
BUSINESS?
Our inspiration is derived from our passion for entertaining
friends and family in beautiful environments. We believe
there isn't anything better than bringing people together
to celebrate with good food, fun, and a little bubbly!

(813) 906-5915
EVENTFULLWEDDINGS@GMAIL.COM
@EVENTFULLWEDDINGS

KAREN CERBONI

Amanda Zabrocki Photography

Learn More about EventFull Weddings

I LOVE PLANNING WEDDINGS BECAUSE:
I feel fortunate to have found my calling in life. Planning
is a part of me – it is who I am supposed to be. Along
with being a mom, planning events comes naturally. I
love being detailed and doing everything that I can
possibly do to cover all the aspects of a wedding so that
my couples can truly have the best day of their life.

WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS STAND OUT
FROM OTHER WEDDING PLANNERS?
Learn More about Kelly Kennedy
Weddings and Events

Every planner has their own strong abilities. I am very
strong in communication, customer service, organization
and being thorough. I pride myself on making each
experience a stress-free one for every couple. I also love
design and get very excited when we get to shy away
from Pinterest and create our own WOW factor.

WHAT WOULD COUPLES BE SURPRISED TO
LEARN ABOUT YOU?
No matter how much planning I do for events, I can still
get nervous and feel stressed. Not because I am not

KELLY KENNEDY

prepared, but because I care A LOT about making sure
absolutely everything is perfect for the couples wedding
day.

"With over 15 years of
experience in the wedding
industry, I strive for
perfection in all aspects of
planning weddings. My
background in catering has
allowed me to fully grasp
the concept of all types of
events and allowed me the
experience of being
versatile."
Alisa Sue Photography

(941) 713-2467 |

kelly@kellykennedyweddings.com

@kellykennedyweddingsandevents

We specialize in high-end weddings and Southern Charm-style decor

Amanda Zabrocki Photography

(585) 752-4143
riley@elegantaffairsbydesign.com
@elegantaffairsbydesign

Our personality is:
Elegant Affairs by Design's team is upbeat,
highly organized, and detailed oriented. We
will communicate with you professionally
throughout each step of the planning
process.

What makes our business stand out
from other planners is:
My career began in the corporate event
space, strengthening my leadership,
productivity, and experience working with
high-end clientele.

We love planning weddings
because:
Growing up, I was a little girl
constantly dreaming about her
wedding day, planning the
horsedrawn carriage entrance and
all the pretty storybook details.

What is a MUST HAVE
at every wedding?
Open bar and signature
cocktails! Because no
great story started with
someone eating a salad.

My biggest joy comes from knowing
I have the ability to curate your love
story.

Learn More about
Elegant Affairs by Design

RILEY GERSCH

FOCUSING ON BOLD COLOR PALETTES
AND GUEST EXPERIENCES
Stephany Perry Events offers full-service wedding planning and design for fun, bold, and adventurous couples. We
are always up for the challenge of creating a truly unique experience for our couples and their guests.

WHERE DO YOU DRAW YOUR INSPIRATION?
Our couples' love stories are what shapes their big days.
Incorporating small details that tell the story of their love
and that celebrate their commitment is what I feel makes a
wedding truly unique.
Apart from couples, I draw inspiration from everyday things
whether it's experiences, nature, the arts, and everything in
between.
OUR PERSONALITY IS:
fun and bubbly, but leave it to us to also bring the calm. As
your planners, we want to make sure you feel comfortable
and relaxed when we are together, but we will also be
having fun! We serve couples best when we can joke around
and also get down to business.
WHAT IS A MUST HAVE AT EVERY WEDDING?
A private moment for the couple post ceremony is a must.
Weddings are super emotional and oftentimes couples don't
really get a chance to live in that moment of just having
been married. I build out time in the timeline to give them a
chance to step away even if just for 10 minutes.

WHAT MAKES YOUR BUSINESS STAND
OUT FROM OTHER WEDDING
PLANNERS?
We are untraditional
which doesn’t mean we
aren't professional. We
learned early on that
the couples we serve
best are those who are
unconventional and like
to have fun. Our
couples know from the
beginning that we are
the right fit because
just like that we really
click.

(813) 400-0376
info@stephanyperryevents.com
@stephanyperryevents
Learn More about Stephany Perry Events

Rach Summer Photography

Limelight Photography

"Every event should
represent our clients vision
and be executed into a
flawless celebration."
Learn More about MDP Events

WHERE DO YOU DRAW YOUR
INSPIRATION?

WHAT IS A MUST HAVE AT
EVERY WEDDING?

I draw my inspiration from my couples. I
love working together to have fun and
really help them figure out what their
special day will look like through style,
design, timing, and all pieces in between.

My must have for every wedding is
at least one component of a personal
custom detail. I love when couples
have fun, quirky, different details
that make the wedding about them
and their relationship. It really
makes for a special piece of the day
and gives guests even more insight
into what their relationship is all
about.

Seeing their ecstatic reactions during the
planning and then on their wedding day
is what makes my heart sing!

WHAT MAKES YOUR
BUSINESS STAND OUT FROM
OTHER WEDDING PLANNERS?

MMTB readers receive 10% off
of our Partial and Full-Service
Packages

Our backbone of pure passion. Not only
do I adore planning weddings, but
having a huge motivational inspiration
makes each and every celebration extra
special.

401.258.2281
lauren@mdpeventsplanning.com
@mdpeventsplanning
Steve Depino

"Where Imagination Meets Preparation"

Where do you draw your
inspiration?
Outside of drawing my inspiration
first and foremost from the
couple, I draw my inspiration
from everything around me. I
have several ideas that are stored
in my memory bank and dream
visions I work on with other
vendors before we even have the
client. I always have my eyes open
because you never know what will
spark an idea!

Garry and Stacy Photography

DELANEY DRIVER

What makes your
business stand out from
other planners?
We are unconventional and
no idea is too weird for us.
We thrive when you want to
stray away from anything
that is deemed “basic”. We
also are extremely laid back
and are your sense of calm
(even on the wedding day!)
Learn More about
Wilder Mind Events

A must have at a wedding is
personal touches. We aren’t
setting out to copy and paste
other weddings. We want it to be
YOURS, and the best way to
achieve this is with the small
details that reflect your
personalities.

940-631-9873
hello@wildermindevents.com
@wildermindevents

Amber McWhorter Photography

Amber McWhorter Photography

What is a MUST HAVE at
every wedding?

